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Welcome!
Nuworld Botanicals was established to share the therapeutic benefits of aromatherapy through a

range of spa-grade products.  We specialize in creating luxurious, artisanal aromatherapy body,

bath and skincare treatments and custom-blended solutions. Our products have quickly become

a favourite among celebrities and beauty journalists alike.

Mission Statement
We provide branded products and services of superior quality and value that deliver fantastic

results and improve the lives of the world’s consumers.  We believe in creating effective products 

from fresh, botanical ingredients and using the finest organic essential oils that add beneficial 

value to people’s well-being.

Our Innovations

our ingredients philosophy
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Nuworld Botanicals has nurtured simple values: Authenticity, Respect and Continual Improvement.

Sustainable Sourcing 

We embrace wellness ideals for people as well as for the planet.  We believe plants 

grown without chemicals have more benefits and fewer side e ects for the skin and 

body. We support fair trade, organic agriculture and fair trade certified ingredients. 

No animal ingredients 

We don’t test our finished products on animals and none of our ingredients are

derived directly from animals. We buy ingredients from ethical suppliers of raw

materials that do not use animal products or those tested on animals.

All of our products are vegan and gluten-free. 

Plant oils and extracts

We love the inexhaustible variety of plants and flowers and the healing properties of their natural oils

and extracts. There is an art and science to working with them. We create blends that enhance the

oils inherent properties. 

Packaging

We carefully consider all of our packaging to ensure that it is best for our products while minimizing

its impact upon the environment.  We use simple, e cient and recyclable packaging. 

Our environment

Nature is the foundation of Nuworld Botanicals. We do whatever we can to protect and sustain the 

health of the planet and we are committed to becoming more sustainable the more that we grow. 

We're always working on improving our environmental impact following the principles

'reduce, re-use, recycle'.    

©Nuworld Botanicals

The Blending Bar™

FAMOUSLY  FRESH!

Art of Custom Blending
Design your own custom spa product at

The Blending Bar, Famously Fresh!™.

Enjoy an aroma consultation, create a 

bespoke scent from the Scentini Bar and 

boost your blend with botanical extracts 

designed to address your skin concerns. 

Made fresh to order...just for you!

Artisanal Aromatherapy 
Aromatherapy Personals™ are a thoroughly

modern line of artisanal aromatherapy 

body, bath and skincare blends designed 

for your daily needs.  Formulated using 

pure plant oils, botanical extracts and 

Certified Organic essential oils, this 

collection is hand-crafted in small 

batches to guarantee freshness.

Everyday Zen
Everyday Zen is a line of 100% 

pure essential oil diffuser blends

designed to create more 

healthful environments and 

harmonious surroundings.  

Simply add to your aroma 

diffuser, fill your room with 

wellness and enjoy moments 

of Zen...Everyday!

EVERYDAYZEN•
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Beautifully scented products
Our sense of smell is the most primitive of our senses, linked to the areas of the brain governing

instinct, memory and emotion. Through the pathways between smell and the deep centres of the 

brain, essential oils can have a dynamic effect on our emotional state; they can help transform our 

moods and move us from one state of mind to another.

|  4  | |  5  |

Aphrodisiac is a blend of essential oils believed to enhance

sensuality including exotic jasmine, sandalwood and ylang

ylang  

Anxiety Relief is a blend of those essential oils known to help

promote inner calm and reduce anxiety including lavender,

bergamot, rose and orange 

Crave Control is a unique blend of essential oils believed to

help nix craving for sweets and carbs and enhance

metabolism like pink grapefruit, sweet fennel and spearmint 

Energy Boost is a blend of essential oils that together are

uplifting and revitalizing, helping you to feel more alert like

peppermint, lemon and rosemary   

Immune Boost contains those essential oils with well known

immunity enhancing properties including organic tea tree, 

lemon, eucalyptus and rosemary 

Jet Lag Relief is a blend of essential oils helpful in reducing jet

lag fatigue, irritability and motion sickness like peppermint,

nutmeg, lemon and clove.

anxiety relief

aphrodisiac

crave control

energy boost

immune boost

jet lag relief

...that deliver fantastic results!
Rich in precious essential oils and active botanical extracts, every one of our blends and products

is carefully formulated to enhance a natural radiance from the inside out.  We draw on a spectrum 

of some of the most exotic essential oils like Jasmine and Sandalwood, as well as some of the more

everyday but no less important plants like tea tree and lavender.

Meditation contains a blend of essentials oils ideal for

promoting a meditative mood like frankincense, sage 

and thyme 

Sports Therapy contains essential oils useful for relieving sore

muscles and joints like wintergreen, camphor, peppermint 

and pine

Stress Relief contains essential oils useful in reducing stress

and brightening moods, including blood orange, bergamot 

and patchouli 

Sinus Headache Relief contains essential oils useful for

relieving sinus congestion and soothing headaches including

lavender, rosemary, eucalyptus and peppermint    

Mental Clarity contains essential oils believed to enhance

mental clarity, focus and concentration like lemon, basil,  

bergamot and grapefruit 

Sweet Dreams contains essential oils useful for promoting a

peaceful, relaxed state like chamomile, lavender, marjoram 

and geranium 

meditation

sports therapy

sinus-headache
relief

mental clarity

stress relief

sweet dreams
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Aromatherapy to go!
UNIVERSAL
CONCERNS

Portable Spa Therapy
Aromatherapy Personals™ are a quick and easy way

to enjoy the benefits of pure aromatherapy on-the-go! 

Twelve ready-to-use targeted blends combine the 

power of transforming essential oils and skin-nourishing

antioxidants including Vitamins A, B, C and E. Simply

massage onto pulse points and breathe in the

transforming aromas for an overall sense of well-being

and restoration.

Aromatherapy
Personals™

ANXIETY RELIEF
ROLL-ON

A101   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

APHRODISIAC
ROLL-ON

A102   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

CRAVE CONTROL
ROLL-ON

A103   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

ENERGY BOOST
ROLL-ON

A104   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

IMMUNE BOOST
ROLL-ON

A105   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

JET-LAG RELIEF
ROLL-ON

A106   |   $17

12

$17ROLL-ON (9.6 ml)

READY-TO-USE
SOLUTIONS

12
100% natural. Made with Certified Organic Essential Oils

Aromatherapy
Personals™

MEDITATION
ROLL-ON

A107   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

MENTAL CLARITY
ROLL-ON

A108   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SINUS HEADACHE
ROLL-ON

A109   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SPORTS THERAPY
ROLL-ON

A110   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

STRESS RELIEF
ROLL-ON

A111   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SWEET DREAMS
ROLL-ON

A112   |   $17

Aromatherapy 
      personals ™
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Aromatherapy
Personals™

MENTAL CLARITY
ROLL-ON

A108   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SINUS HEADACHE
ROLL-ON

A109   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SPORTS THERAPY
ROLL-ON

A110   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

STRESS RELIEF
ROLL-ON

A111   |   $17

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SWEET DREAMS
ROLL-ON

A112   |   $17

Aromatherapy 
      personals ™
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Aromatherapy
Personals™

ANXIETY RELIEF
MULTI-MINERAL
BATH SOAK

B101   |   $16

Aromatherapy
Personals™

APHRODISIAC
MULTI-MINERAL
BATH SOAK

B102   |   $16

Aromatherapy
Personals™

IMMUNE BOOST
MULTI-MINERAL
BATH SOAK

B105   |   $16

Aromatherapy
Personals™

JET-LAG RELIEF
MULTI-MINERAL
BATH SOAK

B106   |   $16

Aromatherapy
Personals™
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BATH SOAK

B107   |   $16

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SPORTS THERAPY
MULTI-MINERAL
BATH SOAK

B108   |   $16

Aromatherapy
Personals™

STRESS RELIEF
MULTI-MINERAL
BATH SOAK

B109   |   $16

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SWEET DREAMS
MULTI-MINERAL
BATH SOAK

B110   |   $16

Soaks

100% natural. Made with Certified Organic Ingredients.

$16each (250 g)

Therapeutic Mineral Bath  
Aromatherapy Personals™ Multi-Mineral

Bath Soaks are a truly renewing and

therapeutic experience for mind, body

and soul. This luxurious spa-inspired bath

treatment is formulated with 100 percent 

pure and organic essential oils, premium 

Dead Sea Salts and hand-minded Pink

Himalayan rock salts. Ten aromatic blends

to indulge your senses.

made with
Pink

Himalayan
Salt!

Aromatherapy 
      personals ™

Multi-Mineral Bath
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Salt!

Aromatherapy 
      personals ™

Multi-Mineral Bath
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Moments of ZEN
Immerse your body and soul in a well-balanced space 

and create a healthy living environment with our 

Everyday Zen Diffuser Oil Blends.  100% pure essential 

oils designed to fill your room with wellness and 

transform your everyday into moments of Zen.

Everyday Zen

BRAIN 
BOOST

EZ900   |   $10

$44 TRAVEL & TRY ME KIT (6 pc, 7.4 ml ea)100% pure essential oil blends. Mini-sized vial 
with dropper (7.4 ml ea).

Create 6 
Everyday Zen 

Rituals

Wellness is in the Air.

Everyday Zen

EUCALYPTUS 
STEAM

EZ902   |   $10

Everyday Zen

GET YOUR
OM ON

EZ903   |   $10

Everyday Zen

HAPPY 
VIBES

EZ904   |   $10

Everyday Zen

HOT 
YOGA

EZ905   |   $10

Everyday Zen

PEACE OF 
MIND

EZ906   |   $10

Everyday Zen Home Gift Set

Give the gift of Zen!  It's never been easier
to transform a space into a truly Zen-tastic 
environment.  Let the beautiful aromas of 
Everyday Zen flow throughout your 
atmosphere, transforming your everyday 
routines into moments of Zen. Includes 
6 pc Everyday Zen diffuser blends and a 
Jasmine Aroma Diffuser.

EZ909   |   $125

EVERYDAYZEN•
 

Everyday Zen Travel & Try Me Kit

This totally Zen travel set includes all 6 
EveryDay Diffuser Oils. Conveniently sized 
7.4 ml glass vials with droppers, perfect for 
home, office and travel. Simply add to your 
aroma diffuser and fill your room with 
wellness.

EZ908   |   $44

Jasmine Ultrasonic Aroma Diffuser

This modern diffuser by Stadler Form uses 
ultrasonic technology to transform water 
and EveryDay Zen essential oils into an 
ultra-fine mist. Lightweight and easily 
portable, Jasmine is ideal for the home, 
office or travel. 

EZ907   |   $85
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3-in-1 Multi-Nutritive
The Ultimate Multi-Tasker
This innovative multi-tasker functions as an all-over

body moisturizer, luxurious hair and scalp treatment

and nourishing bath oil. An enriched oil blend of

organic Jojoba oil, Pomegranate oil, Argan oil, 

Passionfruit oil and Seabuckthorn oil helps moisturize, 

repair and protect. Extremely rich in anti-oxidant 

vitamins A, B, C and E and rare essential fatty acids. 

Eight aromatic blends to indulge your senses.

Aromatherapy
Personals™

ANXIETY RELIEF
Multi-Nutritive Oil
Body, Bath + Hair

C101   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

Try-Me Kit 3-in-1 Multi-Nutritive Oils

C109   |   $25

Aromatherapy
Personals™

APHRODISIAC
Multi-Nutritive Oil
Body, Bath + Hair

C102   |   $25

Aromatherapy
Personals™

ENERGY BOOST
Multi-Nutritive Oil
Body, Bath + Hair

C103   |   $25

Aromatherapy
Personals™

IMMUNE BOOST
Multi-Nutritive Oil
Body, Bath + Hair

C104   |   $25

OILS

$25 each (50ml)

Aromatherapy
Personals™

MEDITATION
Multi-Nutritive Oil
Body, Bath + Hair

C105   |   $25

Aromatherapy
Personals™

MENTAL CLARITY
Multi-Nutritive Oil
Body, Bath + Hair

C106   |   $25

Aromatherapy
Personals™

STRESS RELIEF
Multi-Nutritive Oil
Body, Bath + Hair

C107   |   $25

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SWEET DREAMS
Multi-Nutritive Oil
Body, Bath + Hair

C108   |   $25

100% natural. Made with Certified Organic Ingredients.

Aromatherapy 
      personals ™

Travel & 
Try-Me 

Kit!
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Mineral-Replenish Body

Scrubs

100% natural. Made with Certified Organic Ingredients.

$25each (250 g)

Mineral Salt Glow
Replenish your skin with essential minerals and

revitalize your senses. This luxurious spa-inspired

body scrub treatment is a sumptuous blend of

skin polishing mineral-rich dead sea salts wrapped

in moisturizing Shea Butter and botanical oils.

Choose your aromatic blend. Indulge your senses.

with
moisturizing

Shea
Butter

|  14  | |  15  |

Aromatherapy Personals™

APHRODISIAC
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D102   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

ENERGY BOOST
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D104   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

ANXIETY RELIEF
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D101   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

CRAVE CONTROL
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D103   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

MEDITATION
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D107   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

MENTAL CLARITY
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D108   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

IMMUNE BOOST
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D105   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

JET-LAG RELIEF
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D106   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

STRESS RELIEF
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D109   |   $25

Aromatherapy Personals™

SWEET DREAMS
Mineral-Replenish Body Scrub

D110   |   $25

Aromatherapy 
      personals ™

Mineral-Replenish Body

Scrubs
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Choose your aromatic blend. Indulge your senses.

with
moisturizing

Shea
Butter
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Aromatherapy 
      personals ™
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moisturizing

Shea
Butter
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Aromatherapy 
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Butters

100% natural. Made with Certified Organic Ingredients.

$18each (250 g)

Luxurious Hand & Foot Butters  
This spa-inspired massage butter treatment 

will leave your hands and feet deeply nourished 

and renewed.  Formulated with Shea Butter, 

Coconut oil and Borage oil, this natural butter 

blend helps restore the suppleness and elasticity 

of tired, dry skin. Available in 6 Aromatherapy 

Personals™ blends. 

Whipped Borage Oil

Aromatherapy 
      personals ™

Aromatherapy
Personals™

ANXIETY RELIEF 
HAND & FOOT BUTTER 

HF100   |   $18

Aromatherapy
Personals™

APHRODISIAC 
HAND & FOOT BUTTER 

HF102   |   $18

Aromatherapy
Personals™

ENERGY BOOST 
HAND & FOOT BUTTER 

HF103   |   $18

Aromatherapy
Personals™

MEDITATION 
HAND & FOOT BUTTER 

HF104   |   $18

Aromatherapy
Personals™

STRESS RELIEF 
HAND & FOOT BUTTER 

HF105   |   $18

Aromatherapy
Personals™

SWEET DREAMS 
HAND & FOOT BUTTER 

HF106   |   $18

Rich in 
Omega-3 and 
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Pure Facial OilsWith the nourishing power of
Seabuckthorn oil.

Restorative. Anti-aging. Nourishing.

100% Natural. Concentrated. Effective.
Aromatherapy Personals™ Sensitive Skincare range offers

a premium blend of 100% natural and organic botanical

plant oils formulated to promote supple, youthful skin

tone and texture. Rich in naturally restorative anti-oxidants,

vitamins, minerals and nutrients vital for good skin health.

Naturally unscented and aroma-free oil blends. Ideal for

those with skin and scent sensitivities.   

$20ROLL-ON (9.6 ml)

$32PUMP (30 ml)

Borage Rosehip Argan Evening PrimroseEvening Primrose Jojoba

SuperSkin Nourisher.
Balancing Oil.
Suitable for all skin types.
Signature Blend! Formulated to 
promote supple, youthful skin tone
and texture while fighting the effects
of aging and fine lines. Balances oily
skin while softening dry skin. A blend
of organic Jojoba oil, Argan Oil, 
Pumpkin seed oil and Seabuckthorn.

SuperSkin Nourisher, Roll-On
E101   |   $20
SuperSkin Nourisher, Airless Pump
E101-B   |   $32

Sun-Kissed Skin.
Suitable for all skin types.
Plumps and rejuvenates skin.
A balancing blend of organic Carrot oil, 
Pomegranate Oil, Argan oil and
Seabuckthorn oil. High in carotenoids
and beta-carotene.  Delivers a slightly
bronzed tone to the skin.

Sun-Kissed Skin, Roll-On
E102   |   $20
Sun-Kissed Skin, Airless Pump
E102-B   |   $32

Sun-Repair.
Suitable for more mature
or very dry skin types.
Fight the effects of aging and skin
damaged by the sun. Treats redness,
inflammation and dryness. Gently
fades hyper-pigmentation and age
spots. A blend of organic Rosehip
oil, Borage oil, Coconut oil, Sweet 
Almond oil and Seabuckthorn.

Sun-Repair, Roll-On
E103   |   $20
Sun-Repair, Airless Pump
E103-B   |   $32

Eczema Relief.
Suitable for common skin
conditions like eczema,
psoriasis and dermatitis.
Helps ease inflammation and 
provide relief for extremely dry
and flaking skin, itching and
redness. A balancing blend of
Evening Primrose oil, Jojoba oil, 
Black Current Seed oil and
Seabuckthorn.

Eczema, Roll-On
E104   |   $20

Natural
Bronze
Glow!

Naturally
  Unscented!
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Sun-Dried Mineral Clay

Masks

$44 3-pc set

(Clay + Oil + Spa Brush)

Multi-Mineral Spa Clay Mask
A 100 percent pure blend of spa-grade sun-dried

healing clays with skin-boosting botanical

extracts in powdered form. Rich in vitamins,

pro-vitamins, anti-oxidants, minerals and

enzymes. Includes Superskin Nourisher Oil

(15ml) to activate and spa fan brush to apply.

100% pure clay blend with botanical extracts. 
Naturally unscented. Ready to use as needed.
Approximately 10 treatments in one pouch.   
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Ultra-Hydration
A pure blend of Australian Pink Clay, Rhassoul
Clay, Green Tea extract, Gingko Biloba leaf
extract and Sandalwood extract. Helps moisturize,
refine delicate lines and improve skin texture.
Skin feels revitalized, stimulated and firm. Ideal
for all skin-types. 

F101   |   $18

Sensitive Skin
A pure blend of Australian Ivory Clay, Beige
Clay, Green Tea extract, Cucumber extract and 
Seaweed powder. Mild nuturing action gently
detoxifies and removes impurities. Provides a
toned, refreshed and youthful glow.

F103   |   $18

Dry or Mature Skin
A pure blend of French Green Clay, Yellow Clay,
Ginseng Root extract, Seabuckthorn extract 
and Licorice Root extract. Helps repair the effects
of aging and improves cell metabolism.  Pores
tighten and skin feels firm, toned and refreshed.

F102   |   $18

Oily or Problematic Skin
A pure blend of Australian Blue Clay, Olive Green
Clay, Cucumber peel extract, Ginger Root extract 
and White Willow bark extract. Soothes and calms
irritated skin, rebalances oil flow. Treats blemishes
and soothes stressed skin. 

F104   |   $18

Spa Fan Brush
Professional mask brush made of natural hair 
bristles has a flat, wide design that is perfect
for smooth and even facial mask application.

SuperSkin Nourisher Oil
Activate your clay blend and boost the benefits
to your skin with our signature facial oil blend.
A 100% pure blend of Organic Argan oil, Jojoba
oil, Rosehip oil, Vitamin E and Seabuckthorn oil.

Pure 
Healing 

Clays from 
France
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Gift sets

$49 3-pc set

The art of gift giving
Spoil someone you love with a precious gift from

Nuworld Botanicals Aromatherapy Personals™

collection. These eco-friendly organic gift sets are

thoughtfully prepared and stylishly presented.

All wrapped with finesse for a lasting impression in 

our 'Sabrina' Gift Box. Includes 1 Roll-on, 1 Multi-Mineral 

Bath Soak and 1 Multi-Nutritive Oil for Body, Bath and Hair. 

100% Natural, Made with Certified Organic Ingredients.

*Complimentary gift box. Styles may vary.  

Wellness Essentials

Aromatherapy Personals™

APHRODISIAC
3-PC LUXURY ORGANIC GIFT SET

G101   |   $49

Aromatherapy Personals™

ANXIETY RELIEF
3-PC LUXURY ORGANIC GIFT SET

G102   |   $49

Aromatherapy Personals™

IMMUNE BOOST
3-PC LUXURY ORGANIC GIFT SET

G103   |   $49

Aromatherapy Personals™

MEDITATION
3-PC LUXURY ORGANIC GIFT SET

G104   |   $49

Aromatherapy Personals™

STRESS RELIEF
3-PC LUXURY ORGANIC GIFT SET

G105   |   $49

Aromatherapy Personals™

SWEET DREAMS
3-PC LUXURY ORGANIC GIFT SET

G106   |   $49
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spa treatment

Select 
a luxurious

Create your own custom blend ... in 3 easy steps!
Take a Seat at The Blending Bar™

Create a bespoke scent perfectly suited and tailored

to your taste. Hand-select botanical extracts that

cater to your skin's unique needs Receive a personal

gift tag and gift box. It’s all available right here, at

The Blending Bar™, Famously Fresh!
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The Blending Bar™

FAMOUSLY  FRESH!

1

Shea Super-Skin Body Creme

This light textured daily moisturizer

glides over skin leaving it velvety

smooth, nourished and hydrated. 

A blend of organic Shea butter,

Argan oil, Sweet Almond oil and

Seabuckthorn oil. (200g) 

Shea Ultra-Body Butter

This hand-crafted vitamin-rich

Shea Body Butter Blend re-stores,

protects and softens your skin. 

A blend of organic Shea Butter, 

Coconut oil, Jojoba oil and

Seabuckthorn oil. (280g)  

Mineral Body Scrub

This hand-crafted blend of

organic sea salts, nourishing

botanical oils and organic Shea

butter naturally exfoliates,

moisturizes and  conditions

your skin. (280g)

Mineral Bath Soak

Rich in over 80 minerals and trace 

minerals, this hand-crafted blend

of essential mineral salts and pure 

botanical extracts rejuvenates

your body, stimulates circulation 

and soothes sore muscles. (435g)   

Sun-Dried Mineral Clay Mask Blend

From hydrating dry areas, to brightening dull and tired skin, our 100%
natural healing clays are power-packed with minerals, vitamins and 
antioxidants that will leave your skin deeply cleansed, balanced and 
radiant. Customized to suit your skin-type and concerns.  Ready to 
activate with our Superskin Nourisher Facial Oil.
(30g) 3-pc Kit.

Soy Skin-Renewing Balm

Extremely rich in Vitamin E and Omega-3

fatty acids, this hand-crafted balm re-hydrates,

replenishes and protects lips and dry areas 

of your face, feet or hands. An excellent body

massage balm. A blend of organic soy butter

and grapeseed oil. (70g)   

Clay BarSalt  Bar
Add your preferred essential oils from our Scentini Bar!

Butter Bar
Add your preferred essential oils from our Scentini Bar!

Normal-Senstive
SKIN TYPE 

Oily-Combination
SKIN TYPE 

Dry-Mature
SKIN TYPE 

Treat your skin to a personalized spa-grade facial! Simply choose your base clay blend, 
then boost it with botanical extracts!

spa treatment

Select 
a luxurious

Create your own custom blend ... in 3 easy steps!
Take a Seat at The Blending Bar™

Create a bespoke scent perfectly suited and tailored

to your taste. Hand-select botanical extracts that

cater to your skin's unique needs Receive a personal

gift tag and gift box. It’s all available right here, at

The Blending Bar™, Famously Fresh!
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of essential mineral salts and pure 

botanical extracts rejuvenates

your body, stimulates circulation 

and soothes sore muscles. (435g)   

Sun-Dried Mineral Clay Mask Blend

From hydrating dry areas, to brightening dull and tired skin, our 100%
natural healing clays are power-packed with minerals, vitamins and 
antioxidants that will leave your skin deeply cleansed, balanced and 
radiant. Customized to suit your skin-type and concerns.  Ready to 
activate with our Superskin Nourisher Facial Oil.
(30g) 3-pc Kit.

Soy Skin-Renewing Balm

Extremely rich in Vitamin E and Omega-3

fatty acids, this hand-crafted balm re-hydrates,

replenishes and protects lips and dry areas 

of your face, feet or hands. An excellent body

massage balm. A blend of organic soy butter

and grapeseed oil. (70g)   

Clay BarSalt  Bar
Add your preferred essential oils from our Scentini Bar!

Butter Bar
Add your preferred essential oils from our Scentini Bar!

Normal-Senstive
SKIN TYPE 

Oily-Combination
SKIN TYPE 

Dry-Mature
SKIN TYPE 

Treat your skin to a personalized spa-grade facial! Simply choose your base clay blend, 
then boost it with botanical extracts!



spa treatment

Select 
a luxurious

Create your own custom blend ... in 3 easy steps!
Take a Seat at The Blending Bar™

Create a bespoke scent perfectly suited and tailored

to your taste. Hand-select botanical extracts that

cater to your skin's unique needs Receive a personal

gift tag and gift box. It’s all available right here, at

The Blending Bar™, Famously Fresh!
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The Blending Bar™

FAMOUSLY  FRESH!
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favourite scent...
Discover your

Create a simple, single-note scent or combine two or three to create a bespoke scent of your own.

Our scent families are 100% pure, certified organic essential oils.

Customize your skincare product with pure plant extracts that cater to your skin's unique needs.

Beautiful. Organic. Scents. Fresh. Handmade. Blends.
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2
with Botanical Boosters™

Boost it!3

botanicalBoosters™scentiniBar™

THE ORGANIC  COLLECT ION 100% pure plant extracts. Boost the benefits to your skin.
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   what’s your
skin concern?

Bergamot
Blood Orange

Lemon
Lime
Neroli

Pink Grapefruit
Tangerine

Eucalyptus
Peppermint
Rosemary
Spearmint

Thyme

Coffee
Cocoa
Fennel

Palmarosa
Vanilla

Ylang-Ylang

Chamomile
Geranium
Jasmine
Lavender

Rose

Black Pepper
Cardamon
Cinnamon
Nutmeg

Marjoram

Frankincense
Lemongrass

Patchouli
Rosewood

Sandalwood
Vetiver
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Choose from our wide array of pure Botanical Extracts to address your unique skin concerns, including: Chamomile Extract, 
Green Tea Extract, Ginseng Root, Olive Leaf Extract, Grapeseed Extract, White Willow Bark and many more!
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Nuworld Botanicals   |    www.nuworldbotanicals.com    |    Toll Free (866) 620-6628 

Wellness is in the 

                       Air.

Everyday Zen Diffuser Blends 

The Blending Bar™

FAMOUSLY  FRESH!
EVERYDAYZEN•

 


